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Executive Summary 
 
The economic recovery remains fragile because of concerns about inflation remaining high 
throughout 2011 and worries about whether the growth of people in employment in the 
private sector will offset the declining numbers of people in public sector employment.  
 
The employment rate for those aged 16 to 64 for the three months to November 2010 fell to 
70.4% and the unemployment rate for the same period rose to 7.9%. The numbers of 
employees and self employed people who are working part-time because they could not find 
a full-time job increased to reach 1.16 million, the highest figure since records began in 1992. 
 
The CIPD commented, in its recent publication on the jobs recovery1, that `the fact that such 
a large part of the workforce has been slow to benefit from the jobs recovery makes it easy to 
understand why so may people remain unconvinced that the economy is really on the up’. 
 
The latest Local Government Workforce Survey, published in November 20102, found that 
recruitment and retention difficulties continued to lessen and that, even before the 
announcement of the spending review, 63% of local authorities had already implemented a 
recruitment freeze while half had already reduced the number of staff and 45% had reduced 
management costs. 
 
The latest ECC/Capita survey results suggest that few HEIs are currently paying market 
premia or experiencing recruitment or retention problems for the roles included in the survey.  
 
The summary chart below shows the inter-quartile range of mid-point salaries paid by HEIs 
for the jobs included in the survey. The vertical bar shows the median mid-point salary level. 

 
                                                 
1 The 2010 Jobs Recovery, Work Audit, John Philpott, Chief Economic Adviser, Chartered Institute of Personnel  and 
Development, December 2010 and available to download from http://www.cipd.co.uk/publicpolicy/_work-audit1210.htm 
 
2 Based on a survey of 218 local authorities in England and Wales in the summer of 2010 by the Local Government 
Association’s Analysis & Research Team. Available to download from 
http://www.lga.gov.uk/lga/core/page.do?pageId=12766344 
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The table below includes the detailed figures used to compile the chart. Some 54 HEIs 
participated in the survey and many are likely to employ more than one individual in some 
posts covered by the survey. The sample sizes (or counts) for data on salaries refer to the 
number of HEIs providing data for the post rather than the total number of posts. 
 
Whole Sample Analysis 
 
 Mid-Point of Range Salaries (£pa) 

 LQ Median Average UQ Count
(HEIs)

International Development/Recruitment Officer £28,586 £32,230 £30,809 £32,755 43

International Development/Recruitment Manager £38,742 £40,761 £41,380 £43,663 36

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment £51,546 £55,548 £57,489 £61,399 32

Project Manager – Capital Projects £35,753 £40,278 £39,427 £41,833 31

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects £48,751 £49,429 £50,236 £51,813 27

Project Manager – Estates £33,182 £35,998 £36,780 £40,418 36

Senior Project Manager – Estates £40,278 £43,277 £44,933 £49,706 28

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor £31,483 £33,139 £33,279 £36,779 17

Senior Occupational Health Nurse £39,412 £40,761 £41,016 £42,053 16

Energy/Environmental Manager £32,750 £37,299 £37,410 £40,935 41

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator £23,994 £26,628 £27,792 £32,750 41

Space Planning Manager £35,230 £40,278 £39,825 £42,053 33

Senior Secretary/PA £21,384 £24,773 £24,460 £26,980 50

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant £24,160 £26,275 £27,921 £32,103 54

Equality and Diversity Advisor £33,659 £40,278 £38,395 £40,935 42

  
Some of the previous surveys of HEIs collected post holder salaries but recent salary 
surveys were simplified to collect details only of the salary ranges used. The mid-point of the 
salary range is used for the analyses of the data in this report, although there is also a 
separate analysis of pay ranges. 
 
There is a more detailed analysis of the survey data by size of HEI (as measured by their 
annual income) in the data tables for individual jobs later in the report. 
 
Analysis of the data by type of HEI suggests that median and average salaries are generally 
higher in pre-1992 HEIs than in post-1992 HEIs (although there are some notable 
exceptions). However, our analysis also suggests that the average size of the pre-1992 HEIs 
in the survey is also larger than the average size of the post-1992-HEIs, which may account 
for the difference.  
 
There is often a correlation between the size of organisations and their salary levels, 
particularly for more senior management positions. 
 
It should be noted that the sample sizes for some posts, when analysed by HEI size and 
type, are small.  
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HEI Type Analysis 
 

Pre-1992 HEIs Mid-Point of Range Salaries £ 

 LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

International Development/Recruitment Officer £31,483 £32,315 £32,043 £32,750 17

International Development/Recruitment Manager £40,278 £40,840 £41,407 £41,494 15

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment £50,624 £53,133 £52,594 £56,363 12

Project Manager – Capital Projects £39,743 £40,278 £40,093 £41,613 13

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects £48,751 £49,429 £48,814 £50,845 13

Project Manager – Estates £33,085 £40,010 £38,400 £40,935 12

Senior Project Manager – Estates £40,418 £41,354 £45,238 £50,624 10

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor £31,585 £32,315 £33,382 £38,222 10

Senior Occupational Health Nurse … £40,606 £40,915 … 6

Energy/Environmental Manager £33,454 £40,935 £39,960 £42,785 19

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator £25,750 £28,133 £29,610 £33,312 16

Space Planning Manager £34,317 £40,278 £39,570 £40,935 14

Senior Secretary/PA £23,156 £25,243 £25,037 £26,540 18

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant £25,796 £29,062 £30,402 £32,750 21

Equality and Diversity Advisor £33,659 £40,278 £38,504 £40,887 19
 
 
 
Note: Lower and upper quartile salary analysis is only provided where there is a sample of 10 
or more. Median and average (mean) salary analysis is provided for minimum samples of 4 
and 5 HEIs respectively. 
 
 
 

Post-1992 HEIs Mid-Point of Range Salaries £ 

 LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

International Development/Recruitment Officer £27,834 £29,937 £30,002 £32,757 26

International Development/Recruitment Manager £33,140 £40,401 £41,360 £50,214 21

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment £52,215 £59,480 £60,426 £70,807 20

Project Manager – Capital Projects £35,491 £40,072 £38,946 £41,750 18

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects £48,751 £50,214 £51,557 £55,470 14

Project Manager – Estates £33,182 £35,475 £35,969 £39,619 24

Senior Project Manager – Estates £39,767 £45,538 £44,764 £49,537 18

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor … £33,140 £33,132 … 7

Senior Occupational Health Nurse £38,749 £40,761 £41,076 £42,035 10

Energy/Environmental Manager £30,878 £33,464 £35,208 £39,613 22

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator £22,566 £26,160 £26,629 £30,380 25

Space Planning Manager £35,753 £40,401 £40,013 £42,115 19

Senior Secretary/PA £21,021 £22,925 £24,135 £27,282 32

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant £21,655 £25,443 £26,342 £28,151 33

Equality and Diversity Advisor £33,953 £39,743 £38,305 £41,494 23
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Salary Ranges 
 
The survey collected details of the pay ranges used at October 2010 by HEIs for the posts 
covered by the survey. 
 
We asked for details of the normal range minimum and maximum points, and the contribution 
pay maximum if the HEI had determined this. 
 
The table below summarises the median pay ranges based on the information provided. It 
should be noted that the compositions of the samples for the normal range maximum and the 
contribution pay maximum are different due to the fact that not all HEIs giving normal salary 
range details also provided contribution pay details. 
 
Summary Analysis of Median Pay Ranges 
 
 Median Normal Range 

Minimum Salary £
Median Normal Range 

Maximum Salary £ 
Median Contribution 

Pay Maximum £

International Development/Recruitment Officer £28,983 £35,646 £37,839
International Development/Recruitment 
Manager £36,715 £43,840 £47,905
Director/Head of International 
Development/Recruitment £53,918 £56,042 £59,428

Project Manager – Capital Projects £36,715 £43,840 £47,905

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects £46,510 £52,347 £57,206

Project Manager – Estates £33,600 £38,395 £40,119

Senior Project Manager – Estates £40,722 £45,833 £49,342

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor £31,671 £35,646 £38,951

Senior Occupational Health Nurse £36,716 £43,840 £47,208

Energy/Environmental Manager £34,607 £38,951 £48,275

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator £24,273 £28,983 £31,671

Space Planning Manager £36,715 £43,840 £47,905

Senior Secretary/PA £23,210 £26,523 £28,139

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant £24,273 £28,983 £31,209

Equality and Diversity Advisor £36,715 £43,840 £47,208
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Market Premia and Recruitment and Retention Problems 
 
The table below suggests that few HEIs are paying market premia and reporting recruitment 
and retention problems for jobs in the survey. It also shows how the current numbers of HEIs 
paying premia or experiencing problems compares with the situation when these jobs were 
previously surveyed (in March 2008 in the case of occupational health, energy/environment 
and space planning roles, in July 2008 in the case of international recruitment and project 
management and in December 2008 for secretarial posts). The role of Equality and Diversity 
Advisor has not been surveyed previously.  
 
 

Job Title 

Number of HEIs 
paying market 

premia 
(previous 

survey number)

Number of HEIs 
reporting 

recruitment 
problems 

(previous survey 
number)

Number of HEIs 
reporting 
retention 
problems 

(previous survey 
number) 

Number of 
HEIs

providing 
data

International Development/Recruitment Officer 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 43

International Development/Recruitment Manager 1 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 36

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 32

Project Manager – Capital Projects 2 (1) 2 (2) 0 (0) 31

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects 3 (1) 1 (1) 0 (0) 27

Project Manager – Estates 1 (1) 1 (2) 0 (0) 36

Senior Project Manager – Estates 1 (1) 1 (0) 0 (0) 28

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (1) 17

Senior Occupational Health Nurse 0 (0) 3 (1) 0 (1) 16

Energy/Environmental Manager 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 41

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 41

Space Planning Manager 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 33

Senior Secretary/PA 0 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 50

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant 1 (5) 0 (0) 0 (2) 54

Equality and Diversity Advisor 0 * 1 * 1 * 42

* Post not previously surveyed 

 
HEIs are most likely to pay premia for capital projects/estates project management roles. 
 
The results show a reduction in the number of HEIs paying premia for PA/Executive 
Assistant roles. 
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Introduction 
 
The jobs covered by this report were chosen by the ECC Pay and Labour Market Steering 
Group and were informed by our surveying ECC members to determine the jobs for which 
there was the most urgent need for pay and labour market information.  
 
Survey questionnaires were distributed to 129 higher and further education organisations on 
11 October 2010 to collect pay information for selected posts. Following a series of 
reminders, responses were received from 54 HEIs – a response rate of 42% - and a profile of 
these 54 survey participants is given at the end of the report. 
 
The report allows pay comparisons to be made among HEIs as well as looking at how 
salaries compare with those in other sectors.  It contains separate sections for each set of 
jobs, and for each job or group of jobs there is:  
 
• Detailed analysis of the HEI survey data. 
 
• An overview of the competitiveness of salaries within HEIs and background information 

on recruitment and retention. 
 

• Details of pay data from other relevant published salary surveys, the pay levels for 
selected other major employers such as local authorities and the NHS, and information 
from our monitoring of advertised salaries. In the pay benchmarking charts we have 
shown the inter-quartile range and median salary where possible; but some of the 
charts include data showing the full minimum/maximum salary range rather than the 
inter-quartile range. The chart commentary highlights where this is the case.  

 
In compiling the report we have sought to strike a balance between using data from a variety 
of sources to overcome problems with unrepresentative or biased samples and to get an 
accurate and detailed a picture as possible; and at the same time to avoid providing too 
much data and detail. In most cases more detailed information is available. If you would like 
more detailed information on a particular job, or a particular location, please contact the ECC 
Helpdesk at ecc@capita.co.uk or on 01423 818700.  
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Introduction to the Salary Data Pages 
 
All analyses for a particular job title are shown together to make it easy to compare salaries 
for different sizes and types of HEIs.  Salary analysis tables appear in the following order: 

 
• Job title 
• HEI annual income analysis of mid-point salaries 
• Type of HEI analysis of mid-point salaries 
• Summary analysis of pay ranges. 

 
There are also summary charts showing the inter-quartile range and median mid-point 
salaries (by HEI size and type) and the inter-quartile range and median salary ranges used 
by HEIs for each post. 
 
Statistical information provided in the data tables is dependent on sample sizes as 
follows: 
Sample size Statistical detail provided  

More than 9 Full statistics - Minimum, Maximum, Median, Average and Inter-quartile ranges 

5 – 9 Minimum, Maximum, Median and Average 

4 Median 

Less than 4 None 

 
Please see the glossary at the back of the report if you require an explanation of the 
statistical terms used. 
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International Development/Recruitment Roles 
 

International Development/Recruitment Officer 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

International Development/Recruitment Officer

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

International Development/Recruitment Officer LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m 23,215 29,495 28,390 32,823 11

Income Band £76m - £125m 29,497 32,532 32,004 32,750 10

Income Band £126m - £175m 30,270 32,754 31,877 33,182 10

Income Band over £175m 28,542 31,688 31,140 32,423 12

All Income Bands 28,586 32,230 30,809 32,755 43

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

International Development/Recruitment Officer LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 31,483 32,315 32,043 32,750 17

Post-1992 27,834 29,937 30,002 32,757 26

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

International Development/Recruitment Officer LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 26,822 28,983 28,228 29,854 43

Normal Range Maximum Salary 30,175 35,646 33,389 35,646 43

Contribution Pay Maximum 32,721 37,839 35,642 38,951 27

 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to International Development/Recruitment Officers is from £28,586 to £32,755, 
while the median salary is £32,230. The previous survey of this role, published in July 2008, 
showed a median salary of £30,623 (based on a sample of 30 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels are higher in pre-1992 HEIs, but it is difficult to see any correlation 
between salaries and size of HEI (although salary levels appear to be lower in the smallest 
HEIs).   
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £28,983 to £35,646, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £37,839. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £27,662 to £33,780, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £36,912.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (recorded by 
17 HEIs); with most of the remainder (23 HEIs) responding that their post holders work 
between 35 and 36.5 hours per week.  
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff, as in the previous survey of this role, in July 
2008. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for International Development/Recruitment Officer 
 

Job Title International Development/Recruitment Officer 

Level Reports to International Manager/Deputy Director of International Office/Head of 
International Development/Recruitment 

Experience • Several years’ relevant experience in senior administrative post within 
higher education or comparable environment and experience of working in 
marketing international education 

Qualifications • Degree or equivalent 
• Marketing qualification (e.g. British Council Certificate) 

Role • Assists with implementation of policy and strategy of International Office 
• Raises profile of the organisation through development of country specific 

marketing strategies e.g. plans and participates in overseas missions, 
exhibitions and events to designated countries to promote organisation, 
recruit international undergraduates and postgraduates 

• Collects and collates management information and undertakes market 
research when required – e.g. analyses internal, national and international 
statistical data relating to trends in student numbers or produces reports 
following overseas missions and manages follow up procedures on behalf of 
International Office and academic departments 

• Develops, negotiates and manages consultancy/agency/exchange 
relationships and agreements with overseas partner institutions and 
representatives  

• Provides support service for incoming and outgoing students on 
programmes and offers advice to academic departments involved such as by 
developing country-specific information e.g. fact sheets, questionnaires, 
website updates 

• Facilitates academic and strategic visits to new and established overseas 
markets 
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International Development/Recruitment Manager 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

International Development/Recruitment Manager

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

International Development/Recruitment Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs 

Income Band up to £75m … 32,230 35,526 … 7

Income Band £76m - £125m 39,876 40,278 42,657 40,800 10

Income Band £126m - £175m … 42,519 43,597 … 8

Income Band over £175m 40,339 40,935 42,331 42,785 11

All Income Bands 38,742 40,761 41,380 43,663 36

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

International Development/Recruitment Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 40,278 40,840 41,407 41,494 15

Post-1992 33,140 40,401 41,360 50,214 21

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

International Development/Recruitment Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 35,386 36,715 38,163 40,631 36

Normal Range Maximum Salary 43,840 43,840 44,597 46,809 36

Contribution Pay Maximum 46,510 47,905 47,386 49,432 21

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to International Development/Recruitment Managers is from £38,742 to 
£43,663, while the median salary is £40,761. The previous survey of this role, published in 
July 2008, showed a median salary of £38,169 (based on a sample of 28 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels in pre-1992 HEIs are generally similar to those in post-1992 HEIs. 
Salary levels appear to be significantly lower in the smallest HEIs, although the sample size 
is small. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £36,715 to £43,840, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £47,905. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £34,793 to £41,545, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £45,397.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (recorded by 
13 HEIs), followed by 35 hours (9 HEIs); with most of the remainder (10 HEIs) responding 
that their post holders work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week.  
 
One of the HEIs participating in the survey reported that a market premium (of £2000)  was 
required in order to retain the post holder. None of the HEIs reported having difficulties in 
recruiting these staff. In the previous survey of this role, in July 2008, none of the HEIs 
participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post and none reported 
any difficulties in recruiting or retaining staff. 
 
. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for International  
Development/Recruitment Manager 

 

Job Title International Development/Recruitment Manager 

Level Reports to Director of International Office/Head of Recruitment 

Experience • Experience of international recruitment 
• Knowledge of specific issues affecting recruitment from key international 

providers; knowledge of specific key markets, for which the post-holder has 
specific responsibility 

Qualifications • Degree or equivalent 
• Marketing qualification (e.g. British Council Certificate) 

Role • Responsible for developing and implementing a development/recruitment 
strategy designed to meet the objectives defined by the organisation’s 
International Strategy 

• Manages the International Office’s development/recruitment activities 
• Responsible for developing and implementing an annual recruitment plan 

designed to meet specific overseas recruitment targets 
• Develops customer relations management systems designed to maximise 

conversion from enquiries to offers to registrations 
• Internal liaison with academic departments and centres and with other 

administrative departments 
• Performs overseas market analysis and development including analysis of 

internal and external statistical information and conducting investigations 
into local conditions 

• Maintains existing, and develop new, relationships with outside agencies 
and sponsor institutions 

• Specific responsibility for development of and recruitment in some overseas 
markets 

• Line management responsibility for International Officers and administrative 
staff within team 

• Deputises for the Director of the International Office etc in UK and 
overseas.  This involves representing the organisation at events both on 
campus and elsewhere in the UK and abroad and representing the 
International Office at  meetings 

• Likely to be required to spend time overseas and undertake risk 
assessments of local current situations 
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Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment LQ Median Average UQ HEIs 

Income Band up to £75m … 52,380 54,455 … 7

Income Band £76m - £125m … 57,926 60,357 … 8

Income Band £126m - £175m 49,429 52,945 57,155 66,379 10

Income Band over £175m … 56,549 57,725 … 7

All Income Bands 51,546 55,548 57,489 61,399 32

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 50,624 53,133 52,594 56,363 12

Post-1992 52,215 59,480 60,426 70,807 20

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 47,556 53,918 54,915 59,817 32

Normal Range Maximum Salary 53,534 56,042 60,063 66,808 32

Contribution Pay Maximum 55,535 59,428 61,248 72,058 14

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Directors/Heads of International Development/Recruitment is from £51,546 to 
£61,339, while the median salary is £55,548. The previous survey of this role, published in 
December 2008, showed a median salary of £51,862 (based on a sample of 25 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels in post-1992 HEIs are generally higher than those in pre-1992 HEIs. 
There appears to be little correlation between pay and size of organisation, although the 
sample sizes are quite small. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £53,918 to £56,042, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £59,428. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £51,095 to £53,585, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £58,312.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (recorded by 
12 HEIs), followed by 35 hours (8 HEIs); with most of the remainder (8 HEIs) responding that 
their post holders work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week.  
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff, as in the previous survey of this role, in July 
2008. 
. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Director/Head of International 
Development/Recruitment 

 

Job Title Director/Head of International Development/Recruitment 

Level Reports to Pro Vice Chancellor 

Experience • Senior management experience of international development and an 
understanding of the international educational environment 

• Proven experience in networking and developing strategic relationships and 
partnerships, managing change and staff 

Qualifications • Degree or equivalent 
• Marketing qualification (e.g. British Council Certificate) 

Role • Provides leadership within the organisation for its international recruitment, 
marketing and development activities, including the cultivation of 
partnerships to support recruitment and development opportunities. 

• Works with Deans/Heads and senior managers across the organisation and 
be involved in developing international partnerships, agent networks and 
international student support amongst other strategic level projects.  

• Devises and implements strategies to meet the organisation’s agenda for 
internationalisation across its activities.  

• Provides leadership in the development, planning, implementation and 
evaluation of international recruitment and development in the international 
strategy 

• Devises, executes and monitors a strategy for recruitment of international 
students in line with policy. Manages the budget for international activity, 
setting priorities and deciding on allocation of budget between different 
activities.  

• Carries out risk assessments, identifies opportunities and dangers in trends 
and markets for overseas recruitment 

• Advises the organisation on the development and maintenance of 
productive links with institutions and other bodies overseas 

• Manages the International Office including staff and management of 
devolved budget 

• Represents the organisation at international recruitment events 
• Develops and maintains beneficial links with overseas institutions and 

organisations 
• Advises academic departments on the development and implementation of 

recruitment strategies 
• Monitors the effects of recruitment activity and provision of appropriate 

reports 
• Organises visits to other countries, ensuring the local current conditions are 

safe and that the visit represents value for money 
• Organises incoming visits from individuals/groups from overseas 
• Prepares and maintains publications relating specifically to international 

students 
• Organises orientation programme for incoming international students 
• Likely to be required to spend a significant amount of time overseas. 
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Benchmark Pay Data for International Development/Recruitment Roles 
 
Marketing Benchmarks 

 

 
HR Benchmarks 
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Due to the specialised nature of international recruitment roles, it is difficult to find directly 
comparable jobs for benchmarking pay levels. However, we have identified a number of 
sources of pay data for broadly comparable roles in marketing and staff recruitment. 
 
The charts above suggest that HEI mid-point salary levels for International Recruitment 
Officers are broadly compatible with salary levels for Marketing Officers and Executives and 
Recruitment Officers. HEI mid-point salary levels for International Recruitment Managers 
also appear to be broadly in line with the salary levels shown by some sources of benchmark 
data for Marketing Manager and Recruitment Manager posts although some sources suggest 
higher salary levels, particularly in London. There are fewer benchmarks for Heads or 
Directors of International Recruitment but salary levels appear to be in line with those for 
Senior Marketing Managers and Senior Recruitment Managers.  
 
 
Marketing Roles 
  
ASHE 
The Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2010 shows the following pay data: 
 
Occupation LQ £pa Median £pa UQ £pa Ave. £pa 

Marketing and Sales Managers 33,626 45,441 65,821 58,946 
Source: ASHE 2010 
 
Croner  
The latest Croner Management Rewards Survey (March 2010) shows the following basic 
salaries for Marketing Managers at senior manager and senior middle manager levels, 
Marketing Executive (junior management level) and Marketing Officer (junior manager level). 

 
Role Lower Quartile £ Median £ Upper Quartile £ Sample Size
Marketing Manager (Senior Manager) 49,531 55,000 65,000 97

Marketing Manager (Senior Middle Manager) 37,638 43,787 51,035 120

Marketing Executive (Junior Middle Manager) 31,802 35,186 41,026 114

Marketing Officer (Junior Manager) 26,227 30,000 33,937 122

 
The higher level of Marketing Manager is responsible for the implementation of an 
organisation’s marketing strategy and may also be required to contribute to the formulation of 
marketing policy. The post holder would also be qualified to degree level, be a member of the 
Chartered Institute of Marketing, and have extensive business awareness and expert 
marketing knowledge. The lower level Marketing Manager would typically contribute to the 
management of the marketing function, develop corporate branding, and supervise market 
research and analysis. They would generally have four to five years’ experience in addition to 
a degree or diploma. Marketing Officers, at junior manager level, generally report to a 
Marketing Manager and would typically assist in the collection and analysis of market 
research information and help to implement marketing strategy.  
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Reed.co.uk 
The Reed Marketing & Creative Salary Survey 2010 shows the following salary details for 
marketing roles by sector and by location: 
 
 Marketing Manager £ Brand Manager £ Marketing Executive £ 

Sector    

Charity Sector 26,000 – 47,000 31,000 – 41,000 20,000 – 30,000 

Public Sector 27,000 – 46,000 40,000 – 48,000 23,000 – 37,000 

Services 30,000 – 52,000 30,000 – 60,000 25,000 – 45,000 

Location    

London 22,000 – 60,000 30,000 – 46,000 18,000 – 50,000 

North East 22,000 – 40,000 20,000 – 40,000 18,000 – 26,000 

North West 28,000 – 50,000 30,000 – 75,000 18,000 – 32,000 

South East (excl London) 25,000 – 75,000 30,000 – 58,000 20,000 – 32,000 

South West 25,000 – 50,000 28,000 – 35,000 18,000 – 30,000 

Yorkshire & Humberside 27,000 – 50,000 25,000 – 46,000 16,000 – 32,000 

Scotland 22,000 – 50,000 23,000 – 45,000 18,000 – 29,000 

Wales 26,000 – 31,000 25,000 – 28,000 22,000 – 24,000 

Source: Reed Marketing & Creative Salary Survey 2010 
 
Marketing Week/Ball & Hoolahan Survey  
The Marketing Week/Ball & Hoolahan Marketing Salary Survey 2011 suggests average 
salary levels for many marketing roles fell in 2010 because of the lack of recruitment activity, 
although many respondents expect higher pay increases in 2011 than in 2010. The survey 
shows the following average salary levels, at November 2010, for marketing roles in the 
education sector and across all sectors. 
  
Role Education Average £ All Sectors Average £

Marketing Director 45,300 75,300

Marketing Manager  38,800 41,300

Online Marketing Manager n/a 41,800

Market Research Manager n/a 40,000

Brand/Product  Manager 32,000 40,500

Marketing Services Manager 25,500 36,800

Marketing Services Executive 25,300 25,700

Graduate Trainee Marketing  Assistant 20,700 21,700

 
The survey suggests some significant salary differences with the top 10% of earners earning 
considerably more than average salary levels. Salary levels vary by sector and education 
appears to have among the lowest average salary levels.  
 
Nearly one-third of respondents expect to have moved jobs in the next two to three years. 
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Hudson Marketing & Communications Salary Guide   
The Hudson Salary Guide 2010 shows the following salary ranges and average salaries for 
marketing roles by sector in London, the Home Counties, the Midlands and the North, and 
Scotland. 
 
London 
Role Commerce & Industry 

 Range (Ave Salary) £pa
Professional Services 

Range (Ave Salary) £pa 
Public Sector/ Not for Profit 

Range (Ave Salary )£pa
Marketing Manager 35,000-50,000 (45,000) 40,000-65,000 (45,000) 35,000-55,000 (45,000)

Marketing Executive 20,000-35,000 (25,000)      25,000-35,000 (28,000) 27,000-35,000 (30,000)

Campaign/Brand Manager 30,000-50,000 (40,000) 32,000-50,000 (35,000)* 35,000-55,000 (45,000)

Campaign/Brand Executive 25,000-35,000 (30,000) 28,000-38,000 (32,000)** 27,000-35,000 (30,000)

Research/Insight/Knowledge Manager 35,000-50,000 (40,000) n/a 35,000-45,000 (40,000)

 
*Business Development Manager    ** Business Development Executive 
 
Home Counties and the Midlands and the North 
Role Home Counties  

All Sectors 
 Range (Ave Salary) £pa

Midlands & North 
Commerce & Industry 

Range (Ave Salary) £pa 

Midlands & North
Public Sector/ Not for Profit 

Range (Ave Salary )£pa
Marketing Manager 30,000-60,000 (40,000) 30,000-55,000 (40,000) 35,000-45,000 (35,000)

Marketing Executive 20,000-30,000 (25,000)      20,000-30,000 (25,000) 20,000-30,000 (25,000)

Campaign/Brand Manager 30,000-60,000 (40,000) 35,000-55,000 (40,000)* 35,000-45,000 (35,000)

Campaign/Brand Executive 20,000-30,000 (25,000) 20,000-30,000 (25,000)** 20,000-30,000 (25,000)

Research/Insight/Knowledge Manager 30,000-50,000 (40,000) 30,000-50,000 (40,000) 35,000-50,000 (40,000)

 
*Campaign/Direct Marketing Manager    ** Campaign/Direct Marketing Executive 
 
Scotland 
Role Private Sector 

 Range (Ave Salary) £pa 
Public Sector/ Not for Profit Range 

(Ave Salary ) £pa
Marketing Manager 30,000-40,000 (35,000) 30,000-40,000 (35,000)

Marketing Executive 21,000-28,000 (25,000) 21,000-30,000 (25,000)

Campaign/Brand Manager 30,000-40,000 (35,000)* 30,000-40,000 (35,000)

Campaign/Brand Executive 21,000-28,000 (26,000)** 21,000-30,000 (25,000)

Research/Insight/Knowledge Manager 30,000-45,000 (35,000) 30,000-40,000 (35,000)

 
*Campaign/Direct Marketing Manager   ** Campaign/Direct Marketing Executive 
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HR/Staff Recruitment Roles 
 
CIPD/Croner Personnel Rewards 2009-2010 
The survey, published in December 2009, shows the following salary ranges for Recruitment 
Officers and Managers. 
 
Role  Lower Quartile 

£pa 
Median £pa Upper Quartile 

£pa 
Sample 

Recruitment Officer  
Basic Salary 

25,000 27,999 30,750 54 

Recruitment Officer  
Total Pay 

25,166 28,924 32,425 54 

Recruitment Manager  
Basic Salary 

31,589 35,000 41,500 39 

Recruitment Manager  
Total Pay 

32,240 36,500 43,685 39 

 
The median salary in public services for Recruitment Officers was £26,250 (inter-quartile 
range of £25,500 to £29,863) and £34,000 (inter-quartile range of £32,240 to £43,685) for 
Recruitment Managers.  
 
Michael Page Human Resources Salary Survey 2010 
The survey shows broadly similar salary levels for the different levels of recruitment roles by 
location. 
 
Recruitment London £pa South £pa Midlands £pa North £pa Scotland £pa 

Assistant/Admin 22,000 – 28,000 20,000 – 25,000 17,000 – 25,000 17,000 – 25,000 17,000 – 25,000 

Officer/Advisor 28,000 – 36,000 25,000 – 36,000 20,000 – 30,000 20,000 – 28,000 20,000 – 30,000 

Manager 35,000 – 55,000 36,000 – 55,000 30,000 – 45,000 30,000 – 42,000 30,000 – 45,000 

Senior Manager 55,000 – 75,000 55,000 – 70,000 45,000 – 60,000 40,000 – 60,000 45,000 – 60,000 

Director 75,000+ 75,000+ 65,000+ 60,000+ 60,000+ 

 
Heywood Staffing Solutions Recruitment, Executive Search & Interim Management  
Salary Survey  
The 2011 survey includes pay data for search/recruitment specialists working to recruit staff 
in different sectors, including accountancy and finance, banking and investment 
management, HR, legal, marketing, secretarial, supply chain and procurement, and 
technology, media and telecoms. 
 
 
Salary Range Across All Sectors Basic Salary (£pa) On Target Earnings (£pa) 

Resourcer/Trainee Consultant (up to 12 months experience) 17,000 - 24,000 20,000 - 30,000 

Consultant (1-3 years’ experience) 21,000 - 37,000 24,000 -72,000 

Senior Consultant (3 years experience) 28,000 - 46,000 36,000 - 90,000 

Divisional Manager 30,000 - 65,000 45,000 -110,000 

 
The survey does not include any analysis of salary levels in the education sector.  
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Reed.co.uk 
The Reed HR Salary Survey 2010 shows the following salary details for Recruitment 
Managers by sector and by geographical area: 
 
 Public Sector/Not For Profit £pa Commerce & Industry £pa Financial & Professional 

Services £pa 

Area Range Average Range Average Range Average 

London 35,000 - 48,000 41,500 35,000 - 50,000 42,500 40,000 - 60,000 50,000 

South East 29,165 - 46,645 37,905 Na Na 32,850 - 52,550 42,700 

South West 28,405 - 45,030 36,718 30,200 - 47874 39,037 31,993 - 50,718 41,356 

North 30,000 - 40,000 35,000 25,000 - 35,000 30,000 30,000 - 45,000 37,500 

Midlands 26,400 - 38,500 32,450 26,400 - 42,100 34,250 27,300 - 45,100 36,200 

Wales 22,000 - 38,000 28,000 22,000 - 38,000 28,000 22,000 - 38,000 28,000 

Scotland 27,500 - 38,400 32,900 29,800 - 40,450 35,450 30,500 - 48,250 38,950 

Northern 
Ireland 28,000 - 38,400 32,900 29,800 - 40,450 35,450 33,650 - 46,350 37,500 

Source: Reed HR Salary Survey 2010 
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Project Manager Roles 
 
 

Project Manager – Capital Projects 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Project Manager – Capital Projects

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 32,885 … … 4

Income Band £76m - £125m … 36,441 36,631 … 6

Income Band £126m - £175m 38,384 40,469 40,441 42,053 10

Income Band over £175m 40,278 40,935 42,076 43,077 11

All Income Bands 35,753 40,278 39,427 41,833 31

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 39,743 40,278 40,093 41,613 13

Post-1992 35,491 40,072 38,946 41,750 18

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 33,110 36,715 36,307 38,395 31

Normal Range Maximum Salary 38,395 43,840 42,547 45,155 31

Contribution Pay Maximum 46,510 47,905 48,298 51,966 18

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Capital Projects Managers is from £35,753 to £41,833, while the median 
salary is £40,278. The previous survey of Capital Projects Managers, published in July 2008, 
showed a median salary of £38,179 (based on a sample of 17 HEIs). 
 
The data suggests that salary levels are similar in pre and post-1992 HEIs, and are higher in 
the larger organisations.  
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £36,715 to £43,840, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £47,905. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £34,793 to £41,545, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £45,397. 
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours 
(recorded by 14 HEIs) or 35 hours (7 HEIs); the remainder responded that their post holders 
work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week. 
 
Two of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium because they 
have had problems recruiting to this role. One of these HEIs commented that it pays in 
excess of the normal salary range maximum for this post. No HEIs reported having any 
retention problems. In the previous survey of this role, one of the HEIs participating in the 
survey reported paying a market premium (£3,560) for this post and two HEIs reported 
having difficulties in recruiting staff. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Project Manager – Capital Projects 
 

Job Title Project Manager – Capital Projects 

Level Reports to Capital Projects Director/Senior Manager/Director of 
Estates/Facilities or similar role 

Experience • Previous experience in a similar role and a proven track record 
• Experience of major project monitoring and change control 
• Experience of dealing with a multi-discipline construction team 
• Evidence of successful negotiations with planners  
• Extensive knowledge of all aspects of the construction trades 

Qualifications • Building related degree in surveying, building, engineering or architecture or 
an equivalent professional qualification (RICS, MCIOB, CEng, RIBA)  

• May be a Certified Project Manager and a member of the Project Managers 
Association or the Institute of Project Managers 

• Prince 2 

Role • Manages capital building projects from inception to completion, ensuring 
that they are delivered on time and within budget.  

• Acts as principal point of contact between organisation and its appointed 
internal/external consultants and contractors 

• Prepares and updates project plans and risk registers 
• Prepares client briefs and financial appraisals of development projects and 

analyses competing proposals on a value-for-money basis.  
• Obtains quotations for work etc. in accordance with procedures including  

compiling tender documentation and agreeing tender lists, and making 
subsequent appointments in accordance with procedures and regulations 

• Keeps management informed about the progress of projects   
• Proposes solutions to address obstacles and delays to projects 
• Liaises with consultants appointed by the organisation on all property 

matters including planning, traffic management, landscape, mechanical, 
electrical, structural, building surveyors, line and level survey engineers, 
geo-technical surveyors, accountants and solicitors. 

• Responsible for control of time, cost, safety and quality relating to projects 
managed. 

• Liaises with the Clerk of Works to ensure quality of construction. 
• Co-ordinates the use of, and manages the work of both external consultants 

and contractors, and internal trades staff where appropriate.  
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Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … … … … 3

Income Band £76m - £125m … 50,483 53,571 … 8

Income Band £126m - £175m … 49,482 49,807 … 6

Income Band over £175m 48,751 49,429 48,337 50,045 10

All Income Bands 48,751 49,429 50,236 51,813 27

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 48,751 49,429 48,814 50,845 13

Post-1992 48,751 50,214 51,557 55,470 14

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 45,155 46,510 47,081 49,243 27

Normal Range Maximum Salary 52,347 52,347 53,392 54,731 27

Contribution Pay Maximum 55,535 57,206 56,660 58,731 14

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Senior Capital Projects Managers is from £48,751 to £51,813, while the 
median salary is £49,429. The previous survey of Senior Capital Projects Managers, 
published in July 2008, showed a median salary of £46,199 (based on a sample of 18 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels in post-1992 HEIs appear to be higher than those in pre-1992 HEIs, 
but it is difficult to see any correlation between salaries and size of HEI (although some of the 
sample sizes are small).  
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £46,510 to £52,347, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £57,206. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £42,791 to £49,606, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £52,628. 
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours 
(recorded by 10 HEIs) or 35 hours (9 HEIs); the remainder responded that their post holders 
work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week. 
 
Three of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (one worth 
£4,102 and two worth £5,000), with one of these HEIs experiencing problems recruiting for 
this post; none reported any retention problems. In the previous survey of this role, one of the 
HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (£10,190) for this post 
and one HEI reported that while it had not had a vacancy recently it would anticipate having 
difficulties in recruiting staff. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects 
 

Job Title Senior Project Manager – Capital Projects 

Level Reports to Director of Estates and Facilities or Director/Head of Capital 
Projects/Development 

Experience • Significant construction industry experience in contract and project 
management – related to large projects  

• Proven experience of planning and delivering property projects to time cost 
and quality specifications, appointing and managing consultants and 
contractors, dealing with health and safety, planning and building 
regulations. 

• Building-related IT knowledge and experience 
• In depth knowledge of contracts and experience of dealing with contractual issues 

Qualifications • Building related degree in surveying, building, engineering or architecture or 
an equivalent professional qualification (RICS, MCIOB, CEng, RIBA)  

• May be a Certified Project Manager and a member of the Project Managers 
Association or the Institute of Project Managers 

• Prince 2 

Role • Manages the day to day activity of the Capital Projects Team and resources 
their development to ensure the provision and delivery of all capital projects 
by means of an effective, professional project management and surveying 
service to ensure the property portfolio is effectively maintained, improved 
and/or refurbished in accordance with the maintenance plan(s) and capital 
investment programme.  

• Undertakes the management of large and complex construction projects. 
• Consults with senior managers to ensure construction projects meet their 

strategic needs 
• Manages complete pre- and post- project service in all aspects of 

construction work, development, new build, conversion, alterations and 
improvement works to ensure the estate is properly managed; 

• Provides direction and guidance on best methods or preferred means of 
construction to consultants and contractors; 

• Develops client brief/ ongoing client requirements, conveying this to 
consultancy or construction team as appropriate. Advises colleagues on 
project matters that may be of concern/ impact on the work of departments; 

• Develops, designs and maintains  master programme/schedule for multiple 
projects tailored to client needs to  report on the status of individual projects; 

• Compiles, manages and authorises financial budgets and certification of 
appropriate payments. Provides feasibility costs and report for funding 
approval and reviews costs as required during the progress and completion 
of a project; 

• Ensures that risks are appraised and appropriate action is taken to remove 
or minimise any adverse factors 

• Ensures staff are trained and adequately resourced to enable them to fulfil 
their duties safely and effectively  

• Appoints and manages external consultant and contractor teams to deliver 
required construction project.  

• Provides professional surveying service and technical solutions for 
construction projects.  

• Utilises professional judgement and employs suitable expertise to overcome 
obstacles to the delivery of the programme and projects, inspects and 
reports on statutory, building or services related problems as required; 

• Manages statutory compliance for projects 
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Project Manager – Estates 

 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Project Manager – Estates

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 35,204 34,473 … 6

Income Band £76m - £125m … 33,659 34,675 … 9

Income Band £126m - £175m 33,168 34,755 36,341 37,355 11

Income Band over £175m 39,877 40,935 40,540 41,443 10

All Income Bands 33,182 35,998 36,780 40,418 36

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 33,085 40,010 38,400 40,935 12

Post-1992 33,182 35,475 35,969 39,619 24

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 30,747 33,600 33,830 36,715 36

Normal Range Maximum Salary 35,646 38,395 39,729 43,840 36

Contribution Pay Maximum 37,839 40,119 44,046 48,644 21

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Estates Project Managers is from £33,182 to £40,418, while the median 
salary is £35,998. The previous survey of Estates Project Managers, published in July 2008, 
showed a median salary of £34,506 (based on a sample of 21 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels in pre-1992 HEIs appear to be higher than those in post-1992 HEIs, 
and salaries are significantly higher in the largest HEIs.  
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £33,600 to £38,395, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £40,119. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £31,840 to £36,912, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £44,074.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours 
(recorded by 17 HEIs) or 35 hours (6 HEIs); most of the remainder (8 HEIs) responded that 
their post holders work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week. 
  
One of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (worth 
£5,000), and one reported experiencing recruitment problems (having to re-advertise and 
then recruiting at the top of the pay band); none reported any retention problems. In the 
previous survey of this role, one of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a 
market premium (£3,560) for this post and two HEIs reported difficulties in recruiting staff due 
to the specialised nature of the market. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Project Manager – Estates 
 

Job Title Project Manager – Estates 

Level Reports to Director of Estates and Facilities or Deputy or Senior Project 
Manager 

Experience • Project management experience (typically 2-3 years) 

Qualifications • Building related degree or an equivalent professional qualification (RICS, 
MCIOB, CEng )  

• May be a Certified Project Manager and a member of the Project Managers 
Association or the Institute of Project Managers 

• Prince 2 

Role • Responsible for provision and delivery of buildings and ground maintenance 
projects across the estate, including building repairs and refurbishment and 
minor capital works, in a cost effective and customer focused manner 

• Designs, obtains tenders, liaises with consultants, contractors, statutory 
bodies 

• Agrees standards and specifications for work and ensures these are met  
• Maintains database of records, drawings and other documentation for 

projects  
• Develops and monitors the implementation of project plans 
• Carries out risk assessments and proposes solutions to minimise or remove 

adverse factors 
• Oversees the work of contractors ensuring safe and efficient working 

practices 
• Contributes to the training and development of estates and other staff 
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Senior Project Manager – Estates 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Senior Project Manager – Estates

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 39,224 39,347 … 6

Income Band £76m - £125m … 41,396 44,686 … 7

Income Band £126m - £175m … 45,501 45,501 … 8

Income Band over £175m … 49,537 49,321 … 7

All Income Bands 40,278 43,277 44,933 49,706 28

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 40,418 41,354 45,238 50,624 10

Post-1992 39,767 45,538 44,764 49,537 18

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Senior Project Manager – Estates LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 36,715 40,722 41,964 46,510 28

Normal Range Maximum Salary 43,840 45,833 47,903 53,918 28

Contribution Pay Maximum 47,905 49,342 53,021 57,227 15

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Senior Estates Project Managers is from £40,278 to £49,706, while the 
median salary is £43,277. The previous survey of Senior Estates Project Managers, 
published in July 2008, showed a median salary of £45,845 (based on a sample of 20 HEIs). 
 
The median mid-point salary level in post-1992 HEIs is higher than the median in pre-1992 
HEIs but average and inter-quartile mid-point salary levels are higher in pre-1992 HEIs. 
There is a direct correlation between salaries and size of HEI – with salaries increasing as 
the size of the organisation increases. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £40,722 to £45,833, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £49,342. The previous survey, in July 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £42,463 to £49,226, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £51,095.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours 
(recorded by 13 HEIs) or 35 hours (7 HEIs); the remainder responded that their post holders 
work between 36 and 36.5 hours per week. 
  
One of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (worth 
£10,000), and one reported experiencing recruitment problems (failing to appoint because of 
the salary on offer); none reported any retention problems. In the previous survey of this role, 
one of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (£10,190) for 
this post; none of the HEIs participating in the survey reported having any difficulties in either 
recruiting or retaining staff. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Senior Project Manager – Estates 
 

Job Title Senior Project Manager – Estates 

Level Reports to Director of Estates and Facilities 

Experience • Project management experience (3-5 years) 

Qualifications • Building related degree in surveying, building or engineering or an equivalent 
professional qualification (RICS, MCIOB, CEng)  

• May be a Certified Project Manager and a member of the Project Managers 
Association or the Institute of Project Managers 

• Prince 2 

Role • Commissions and project manages larger maintenance, repairs, 
refurbishment projects and may commission and manage minor capital 
projects 

• Contributes to the introduction and development of Strategic Maintenance 
Policy, and Standards for Legislation Compliance, in the management and 
safe operation of the Estate 

• Manages and develops  projects and  estates staff 
• Establishes and maintains the organisation’s long-term maintenance 

programme of condition-based and legal compliance surveys 
• Develops maintenance plans that are cost effective and minimise disruption 

or closures, particularly to research and teaching facilities  
• Provides expert specialist and professional construction and estates projects 

advice to other estates staff and other in organisation and may advise 
external agencies 

• Conducts risk assessments, complies risk registers and proposes action to 
remove or minimise adverse factors 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Project Manager – Capital Projects/Estates 
 

 
The chart above suggests HEI mid-point salary levels for Capital Projects Managers are 
generally higher than those for Estates Projects Managers while the median HEI mid-point 
salary for Senior Capital Project Managers is significantly above that for Senior Estates 
Project Managers.  
 
HEI salary levels for Capita and Estates Project Managers are generally in line with the pay 
range for NHS Estates Managers for Projects while the HEI salaries for Senior Capital and 
Senior Estates Project Managers are in line with Higher Level Estates Managers for Projects 
in the NHS. 
 
HEI salary levels are broadly in line with those shown for Project Managers in the Arras 
People Benchmark Report. 
 
 
NHS Estates Projects Manager Posts 
Details of the national NHS job profiles for these posts and appropriate salary ranges, 
effective from 1 April 2010, are provided below. The Government has announced a two-year 
pay freeze (2011/2 and 2012/3) for all staff except those earning £21,000 or less. 
 
Estates Manager (Projects): Pay Band 7 - £30,460 to £40,157 
• Responsible for the day to day management of the organisation’s capital programme 

and revenue schemes 
• Maintains database of estates records and drawings 
• Manages estates staff 
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Estates Manager, Higher Level (Projects) Band 8a: £38,851 to £46,621 or Band 8b: 
£45,254 to £55,945. 

  
• Develops policies and strategies for implementation of the organisation’s capital 

programme to improve environment for patients and staff 
• Commissions and project manages major capital projects 
• Provides expert specialist and professional construction and estates projects advice to 

other estates staff, directors, senior management of the organisation; may advise 
external agencies 

• Manages estates projects staff 
 
Local Government 
The Local Government Earnings Survey 2010/11, with pay data at June 2010, shows a 
median salary of £30,852 (basic) and £32,508 (total including location allowances, shift and 
bonus pay) for Building Control Officers (based on data for 496 posts) and £31,752 (basic) 
and £33,421 (total) for Chartered Surveyors (based on data for 1,482 posts) in local 
authorities in England and Wales. 
 
Hays 
The Hays Construction Salary & Benefits Survey 2009 provides information on annual salaries 
for Quantity Surveyors and Building Surveyors employed as Project Managers.  
 
 Project Manager 

(Quantity Surveyor) 
Project Manager 

(Building Surveyor) 
Region Typical Salary £ pa Typical Salary £ pa 
Yorkshire  42,000 42,000 

Scotland 50,000 38,000 

Central London 40,000 45,000 

North East 42,000 42,000 

North West 36,000 36,000 

East Anglia 40,000 38,000 

South Home Counties 50,000 50,000 

North Home Counties 40,000 45,000 

Wales 45,000 42,000 

South West 44,000 42,000 

Northern Ireland 37,000 36,000 

East Midlands 35,000 45,000 

West Midlands  35,000 40,000 

 
 
Arras People Project Management Benchmark Report  
The Arras People report, published in February 2010 found some 44% of Project Managers 
working as employees earned salaries of between £35,000 and £50,000 in 2009 while 18% 
earned between £50,000 and £65,000. Some 25% of Programme Managers earned £35,000 
to £50,000 while 32% earned £50,000 to £65,000 and 27% earned £65,000 to £80,000.  

Some of 52% of project management practitioners earned a bonus in the private sector, 
while the proportion doing so in the public sector was much lower at 27%. 

Project Managers comprise about half of the survey sample, while Programme Managers 
account for about a quarter. Most of the sample work at practitioner or senior level and the 
most common qualifications held by participants are a bachelors or masters degree. About 
half the survey sample work in London, the South East or Home Counties. 
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Occupational Health Roles 
 
 

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … … … … 1

Income Band £76m - £125m … … … … 1

Income Band £126m - £175m … 33,139 32,469 … 8

Income Band over £175m … 32,315 34,526 … 7

All Income Bands 31,483 33,139 33,279 36,779 17

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 31,585 32,315 33,382 38,222 10

Post-1992 … 33,140 33,132 … 7

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 27,319 31,671 30,524 34,607 17

Normal Range Maximum Salary 34,607 35,646 36,034 38,951 17

Contribution Pay Maximum 38,951 38,951 40,383 40,119 13

 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Occupational Health Nurse/Advisors is from £31,483 to £36,779, while the 
median salary is £33,139. The previous survey of this role, published in March 2008, showed 
a median salary of £31,840 (based on actual salaries paid to a sample of 21 post holders). 
 
Mid-point salaries are similar in pre-1992 HEIs and post-1992 HEIs; it is not possible to 
discern any relationship between salary levels and size of organisation due to the small 
sample size for this post.   
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £31,671 to £35,646, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £38,951. The previous survey, in March 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £27,466 to £32,796, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £34,296.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 35 hours (recorded by 6 
HEIs), followed by 37 hours (5 HEIs); in 3 HEIs contracted hours were reported to be 36.5 
hours. 
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium, or having 
retention problems, for this post. One HEI reported having difficulties in recruiting staff due to 
the limited number of qualified practitioners in the area. In the previous survey of this role, in 
March 2008, none of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium 
for this post, whilst one reported having recruitment difficulties and one reported having 
retention problems. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 
 

Job Title Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 

Level Responsible to Senior Occupational Health Adviser or Occupational Health 
Manager 

Experience • Minimum of 2 years’ experience working in an occupational health service 

• Minimum of four years’ post registration general nursing experience 

Qualifications • First level general nurse with UKCC Part 1 
• Diploma or Degree in Occupational Health Nursing  

Role • Carries out day-to-day functions of the Occupational Health (OH) service 
• Undertakes  

• Pre-employment health screening 
• Assessment of functional capability in relation to job role 
• Case management  
• Advising on rehabilitation duties to enable a safe return to work 
• Overseeing the management of the first aid provision 
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Senior Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Senior Occupational Health Nurse 

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … … … … 3

Income Band £76m - £125m … … … … 2

Income Band £126m - £175m … 40,010 39,912 … 8

Income Band over £175m … … … … 3

All Income Bands 39,412 40,761 41,016 42,053 16

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 … 40,606 40,915 … 6

Post-1992 38,749 40,761 41,076 42,035 10

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Senior Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 36,069 36,716 38,022 39,243 16

Normal Range Maximum Salary 42,910 43,840 44,009 45,155 16

Contribution Pay Maximum 46,130 47,208 47,540 48,983 10

 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Senior Occupational Health Nurses is from £39,412 to £42,053, while the 
median salary is £40,761. The previous survey of this role, published in March 2008, showed 
a median salary of £36,911 (based on actual salaries paid to a sample of 12 post holders). 
 
Mid-point salaries are similar in pre-1992 HEIs and post-1992 HEIs; it is not possible to 
discern any relationship between salary levels and size of organisation due to the small 
sample size for this post.   
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £36,716 to £43,840, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £47,208. The previous survey, in March 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £34,297 to £40,335, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £42,791.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (recorded by 5 
HEIs) or 35 hours (5 HEIs); in 3 HEIs contracted hours were reported to be 36.5 hours. 
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post, 
or having staff retention problems. Three HEIs reported having difficulties in recruiting staff 
due to the limited number of suitable candidates. In the previous survey of this role, none of 
the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post, whilst 
one reported having recruitment difficulties and one reported having retention problems. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Senior Occupational Health Nurse/Advisor 
 

Job Title Senior Occupational Health Nurse 

Level • Reports to Director of Human Resources or similar 
• Manages OH nurse(s) 

Experience • 5 years’ OH/post registration experience in an occupational health setting 

Qualifications • Registered General Nurse 
• Diploma or Degree in Occupational Health Nursing  

Role • Manages and provides the occupational health service for the organisation 
• Organises the work of staff employed in the occupational health service, 

carries out on-the-job training and ensures that their development needs 
are met 

• Advises managers and staff on all aspects of occupational health 
• Develops occupational health and safety policy in line with current 

legislation 
• Sets up employee assistance and other programmes to ensure the well-

being of staff and contributes to the development of employee well-being 
policies and practices 

• Manages occupational health cases including sickness absence, 
counselling and welfare cases 

• Supervises `at risk’ groups and maintains health records 
• Promotes the general health of staff by health promotion and health 

education activities 
• Carries out environmental surveys and investigations, reports findings and 

makes recommendations 
• Attends relevant committees as required 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Occupational Health Roles 
 

 
 
The chart above suggests that HEI salary levels appear to be generally competitive with 
those paid by the NHS and recommended by the Royal College of Nursing for those working 
outside the NHS.  
 
RCN Recommendations 
The Royal College of Nursing (RCN) recommends that the pay of occupational health nurses 
and advisors working for employers in industrial, commercial, voluntary and public sectors 
are based, at a minimum, on those within the NHS for comparable roles.  
 
The RCN says nurses with a post registration nursing qualification in occupational health 
nursing should be paid, as a minimum, equivalent to NHS pay band 6, which currently 
ranges from £25,472 to £34,189 (effective from 1 April 2010).  
 
The RCN provides detailed guidance on `Pay for occupational health nurses employed 
outside of the NHS’ and has also produced an integrated career and competency framework 
for occupational health nursing3. 

                                                 
3 Both documents can be downloaded from the RCN website at www.rcn.org.uk 
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RCN Recommendations 
 
Role Outline Pay Band & Salary 

Range 
OH Nurse Competencies 

Competent/specialist nurse 
with post registration OH 
qualification 

Band 6 
£25,472 to £34,189 

First level registered nurse 
2 years’ post basic experience 
Post-basic education & training equivalent to diploma 
Works under guidance of established protocols and 
procedures at operational level 
Maintains safe & competent practice  

Experienced/advanced nurse Band 7 
£30,460 to £40,157 

2 years’ experience in OH setting 
Post-basic education & training equivalent to degree 
Holds or working towards a recordable/registered OHN 
qualification with the Nursing & Midwifery Council (NMC) 
Develops and establishes protocols and procedures at 
operational level 
Develops and leads on safe and competent practice 

Expert/nurse consultant Bands 8a/8b/8c/9 
£38,851 to £97,478 

5 years’ experience in OH setting 
Post-basic education and training equivalent to higher degree 
Holds a recordable/registered OHN qualification with NMC 
Develops, leads and establishes protocols and procedures at 
operational and strategic levels 
Innovates, develops and leads on safe and competent 
practice 
Leads and develops consultant occupational nursing and 
consultancy 

 
NHS  
Our monitoring of NHS job advertisements suggests Occupational Health Nurses are 
generally paid on pay bands 5 (£21,176 to £27,534) and 6 (£25,472 to £34,189).  Senior 
Occupational Health Nurses are generally paid pay bands 6 ((£25,472 to £34,189) or 7 
(£30,460 to £40,157) and Occupational Health Nurse Managers are paid on bands 8a (salary 
range £38,851 to £46,621) and 8b (£45,254 to £55,945), pay rates effective from 1st April 
2010. 
  
The Government has announced a two-year pay freeze (2011/2 and 2012/3) for all staff 
except those earning £21,000 or less who will receive an annual pay increase of £250. 
 
Other Sectors 
Our monitoring of job advertisements and pay levels in other sectors suggests similar pay 
levels. 
 
   .  
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Energy/Environmental Manager 
 

Energy/Environmental Manager 
 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Energy/Environmental Manager

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Energy/Environmental Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 31,477 36,232 … 8

Income Band £76m - £125m 32,861 33,454 35,392 39,613 10

Income Band £126m - £175m 33,154 34,214 36,089 39,403 10

Income Band over £175m 40,278 40,935 40,704 42,053 13

All Income Bands 32,750 37,299 37,410 40,935 41

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Energy/Environmental Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 33,454 40,935 39,960 42,785 19

Post-1992 30,878 33,464 35,208 39,613 22

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Energy/Environmental Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 29,853 34,607 34,452 36,715 41

Normal Range Maximum Salary 35,646 38,951 40,368 45,155 41

Contribution Pay Maximum 37,839 48,275 45,310 51,203 28

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Energy/Environmental Manager roles is from £32,750 to £40,935, while the 
median salary is £37,299. The previous survey of this role, published in March 2008, showed 
a median salary of £35,237 (based on a sample of 26 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salary levels in pre-1992 HEIs are higher than in post-1992 HEIs, and there is a 
direct correlation between salaries and size of organisation. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £34,607 to £38,951, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £48,275. The previous survey, in March 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range from £33,056 to £40,335, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £36,629 (this figure was lower than the median normal range maximum 
because not all HEIs provided details of their contribution pay). 
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours 
(recorded by 16 HEIs) or 35 hours (11 HEIs); in 9 HEIs, hours are between 36 and 36.5 per 
week. 
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff, as in the previous survey of this role, in 
March 2008. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Energy/Environmental Manager 
 

Job Title Energy/Environmental Manager 

Level Responsible to Director/Head of Estates or similar 

Experience • Knowledge of building control systems and energy efficient technologies 
e.g. knowledge of VAT, duty and levies applied to utilities 

• Knowledge of international and deregulated UK energy markets, 
government policy and relevant legislation. 

Qualifications • Chartered Engineer  
• Elected member of Energy Institute 

Role • Provides professional advice on all energy and waste matters, including 
energy expenditure, energy investment plans, waste recovery, energy 
audits, and VAT recovery  

• Contributes to the development of sustainability projects and policies 
• Project manages energy investment projects 
• Carries out energy audits and proposes investment opportunities with 

clearly identified payback periods 
• Monitors and reports on performance against the University's annual 

energy budget  
• Negotiates utility supply tariffs to facilitate cost effective energy and utilities 

services 
• To prepare energy surveys and investment programmes to reduce both 

cost and environmental impact 
• Champions energy conservation within the organisation and determines 

achievable targets for reductions in energy consumption and 
demonstrates success 

• Maintain accurate records and provide relevant management information. 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Energy/Environmental Manager 
 
 

 
 
There is a limited amount of benchmark pay data for this role but the data suggests that HEI 
salary levels are likely to be comparable with those paid elsewhere, although the 
Environment Analyst/ Allen & York Benchmark Report suggests a higher average salary. 
 
 
NHS 
The closest matching role in the NHS is that of Estates Officer Specialist (Specialist Service). 
The national job profile for this role describes it as being responsible for providing one or 
more specialist services to the organisation such as energy management, environmental 
management or waste management; undertaking project management in these specialist 
fields;  ensuring compliance with relevant legislation, regulations, codes of practice and 
technical guidance; developing policies in specialist field(s) and ensuring their 
implementation; providing training in specialist field(s);and supervising managing staff in 
specialist field(s).  The role requires professional knowledge acquired through a degree and 
specialist experience acquired through courses and experience to master’s level or 
equivalent. The pay band for this role is NHS band 7, with a salary range of £30,460 to 
£40,157 at 1 April 2010. 
 
The Government has announced a two-year pay freeze (2011/2 and 2012/3) for all staff 
except those earning £21,000. 
 
Our monitoring of NHS job advertisements found examples of posts being advertised within 
the pay range £34,000 to £48,000; these posts included an Energy Manager and a 
Sustainability Development Manager. Requirements for the Energy manager post included 
relevant advanced building services qualifications in either mechanical, H & V or electrical 
engineering, and proven, up-to-date working knowledge and extensive experience of energy 
management and sustainable development. 
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The Sustainability Development Manager is responsible for developing strategies, policies, 
plans and arrangements, and implementing them to ensure that statutory, regulatory, 
government and internal governance obligations with respect to sustainable development 
and environmental management are met. The manager is required to have a degree in a 
specialist subject and demonstrate some post graduate training; three years experience in 
Environmental Management is also required. 
 
Local Government  
The Local Government Pay & Workforce Strategy Survey 2010 suggests that 2% of local 
authorities in England reported difficulties in recruiting Energy Managers but none reported 
retention problems or paid a market supplement or these posts.   
 
ENDS Survey of Environmental Professionals  
The ENDS Environmental Professionals Survey, conducted in association with the Institute 
of Management and Assessment in November/December 2009 reported that most 
environmental professionals (86%) have been with their current employer for at least a year. 
Seventeen per cent have clocked up between one and two years’ service and 69% have 
been with their current employer for longer than two years. 
 
The largest proportion (17%) of survey participants said their salary was in the £30,000 to 
£34,999 range. A further 16% earned between £25,000 and £29,999 while another 15% 
earned £35,000 to £39,999. This means almost half of respondents earned between £25,000 
and £39,999. One in five earned less than £25,000 and the remaining third earned £40,000 
or more. 
 
The previous survey for 2008 had shown average salaries for the following posts.  

Post Salary £ pa 

Director £68,106 

Associate/Partner £56,000 

Senior Manager   £49,718 

Project Manager/Middle Manager £39,925 

Senior Consultant £35,130 

Specialist £34,312 

Officer (local authority, regulator, etc) £26,528 

Junior/graduate trainee £22,706 
Source: ENDS Directory 2010 17th Edition 
 
Environment Analyst/Allen & York  
The Sustainability Professionals Careers and Salary Benchmark Report 2010 found an 
average salary of £42,500 across the global sustainability sector. Some 52% of sustainability 
professionals based in the UK did not receive any pay increase in 2009/10 while around 10% 
had their pay cut. 
 
Bonus payment trends were down in 2009/10, with 63% of survey respondents not awarded 
any bonus in the last year. However, respondents generally felt that prospects going into 
2011 were improving, with the exception of those in the public sector where 58% of 
respondents anticipate further job cuts in their organisations. Some specialist skills, such as 
those linked to renewable energy and carbon management, are highly sought after with the 
result that salaries are higher in these areas.  
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Space Planning Roles 
 

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 

 
 

20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 24,380 23,646 … 9

Income Band £76m - £125m … 26,230 26,658 … 9

Income Band £126m - £175m 26,540 30,891 30,722 33,154 12

Income Band over £175m 23,211 26,206 28,917 34,034 11

All Income Bands 23,994 26,628 27,792 32,750 41

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 25,750 28,133 29,610 33,312 16

Post-1992 22,566 26,160 26,629 30,380 25

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 22,236 24,273 25,916 29,854 41

Normal Range Maximum Salary 25,666 28,983 29,669 34,935 41

Contribution Pay Maximum 28,139 31,671 32,953 37,839 25

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Space and Timetabling Co-ordinators is from £23,994 to £32,750, while the 
median salary is £26,628. The previous survey of this role, published in March 2008, showed 
a median salary of £23,002 (based on the actual salaries paid to a sample of 52 post holders 
in participating HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salaries are higher in pre-1992 HEIs than in their post-1992 counterparts; there 
does not appear to be a firm correlation between salary levels and size of HEI. 
  
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £24,273 to £28,983, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £31,671. The previous survey, in March 2008, 
showed a median normal pay range of £22,332 to £26,666, with a median contribution pay 
maximum of £29,139. 
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (17 HEIs) and 
then 35 hours a week (12 HEIs); in 8 HEIs, contracted hours are between 36 and 36.5 per 
week.  
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff, as in the previous survey of this role. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator 
 
Job Title Space and Timetabling Co-ordinator 

Level Reports to Timetable Manager, or equivalent post 

Experience • Experience of timetabling and scheduling 

Qualifications  Degree or ‘A’ level standard. Strong IT skills. 

Role • Prepares and publishes teaching and examinations timetable by 
scheduling rooms 

• Manages room bookings and office space requirements 
• Co-ordinates regular audits of room usage within HEI 
• Administers processes involved with online timetabling system 
• Provides training in use of online timetabling system 
• Provides statistical information on room usage/timetabling 
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Space Planning Manager 

 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

UQ

Median

LQ

£000 pa

Space Planning Manager

Normal Range Minimum/Maximum Salary Contribution Pay
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Space Planning Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 39,174 40,060 … 6

Income Band £76m - £125m … 39,743 38,475 … 7

Income Band £126m - £175m … 35,230 38,347 … 9

Income Band over £175m 40,339 40,935 41,767 41,494 11

All Income Bands 35,230 40,278 39,825 42,053 33

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Space Planning Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 34,317 40,278 39,570 40,935 14

Post-1992 35,753 40,401 40,013 42,115 19

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Space Planning Manager LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 32,620 36,715 36,609 38,951 33

Normal Range Maximum Salary 37,839 43,840 43,041 45,155 33

Contribution Pay Maximum 44,053 47,905 47,528 49,712 20

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Space Planning Managers is from £35,230 to £42,053, while the median 
salary is £40,278. The previous survey of this role, published in March 2008, showed a 
similar median salary of £36,911 (based on a sample of 18 post holders). 
 
Salary levels are consistent irrespective of size or type (pre or post-1992) of HEI.  
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £36,715 to £43,840, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £47,905. The March 2008 survey showed a 
median normal pay range of £31,840 to £38,623, with a median contribution pay maximum of 
£40,335. 
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours (12 
HEIs) or 35 hours a week (reported by 9 HEIs); the remainder work between 36 and 36.5 
hours per week. 
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff, as in the previous survey of this role. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Space Planning Manager 
 

Job Title Space Planning Manager 

Level Leads team  

Experience • Experience of space planning and management including space allocation, 
project management,  management of staff and IT 

Qualifications May have building services, surveying or architectural professional 
qualification/background   

Role Responsible for all aspects of space planning including: 
• managing and monitoring the use of the University's existing space and 

accommodation and maintaining records of use for ongoing planning 
purposes. 

• development and implementation of new modelling techniques;   
• collection, analysis, and reporting of space data;  
• formulation of space models for new developments and space utilisation 

studies 
• advising on strategic space management issues 
• identifying opportunities for income generation and potential cost 

efficiencies 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Space Planning Roles 
 

 
We have been unable to collect and collate reliable and robust pay benchmark data for these 
roles. 
 
However, the Michael Page Retail Buying & Merchandising Salary Survey 2010 shows a 
salary range of £22,000 to £35,000 for Micro and Macro Space Planners, £35,000 to £50,000 
for Space Planning Managers, and over £50,000 for Heads of Space Planning in Food, Non-
Food and Fast Moving Consumer Goods companies. These salary levels are generally 
comparable to those found in the ECC survey.   
 
The pay data collected in the ECC survey is consistent with the pay levels shown by our 
monitoring of advertised salaries in Higher Education. 
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Senior Secretarial/PA/Executive Assistant Roles 
 
 

Senior Secretary/PA 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Secretary/PA LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m 19,526 23,271 24,531 28,477 14

Income Band £76m - £125m 23,971 25,443 25,122 26,064 11

Income Band £126m - £175m 20,545 21,655 23,646 27,028 11

Income Band over £175m 22,094 24,713 24,508 25,708 14

All Income Bands 21,384 24,773 24,460 26,980 50

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Senior Secretary/PA LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 23,156 25,243 25,037 26,540 18

Post-1992 21,021 22,925 24,135 27,282 32

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Senior Secretary/PA LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 19,743 23,210 22,677 25,001 50

Normal Range Maximum Salary 22,879 26,523 26,243 28,983 50

Contribution Pay Maximum 24,455 28,139 28,022 31,440 30

 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Senior Secretaries/PAs is from £21,384 to £26,980, while the median salary 
is £24,773. The previous survey of this role, published in December 2008, showed a median 
salary of £21,547 (based on a sample of 46 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salaries are generally higher in pre-1992 HEIs than in post-1992 HEIs; there would 
appear to be no relationship between salary levels and size of HEI.   
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £23,210 to £26,523, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £28,139. The previous survey, in December 
2008, showed a median normal pay range of £19,986 to £23,449, with a median contribution 
pay maximum of £24,877.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours (17 
HEIs) or 35 hours a week (reported by 15 HEIs), with post holders in 12 HEIs working 
between 36 and 36.5 hours. 
 
None of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post 
or having difficulties recruiting or retaining staff. In the previous survey of this role, one of the 
HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium for this post but none 
reported having any difficulties in recruiting or retaining staff. 
. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Senior Secretary/PA 
 
Job Title Senior Secretary/PA 

Level Reports to Administration Manager/Administrator – usually within department, 
faculty or school. 

Experience • Significant experience of using administrative systems/procedures and 
dealing with queries 

• Excellent secretarial and administrative skills 

• Excellent level of IT skills – particularly word processing, databases, 
spreadsheets etc. 

• Supervisory/team leadership skills 

• Planning and organisational skills, time and diary management and ability to 
work to deadlines  

Qualifications • Education to ‘A’ level standard 

• RSA Secretarial/Administration or equivalent 

• European Computer Driving Licence 

Role • Administers and co-ordinates service or office providing one or more 
services to managers, staff and/or students 

• Managing and maintaining databases  

• Produces relevant documentation such as handbooks, syllabus documents, 
course materials, publicity and/or marketing materials 

• Organises Departmental Open Days, Interview Days, Departmental visits, 
Committee & Board meetings, etc. 

• Supervises administrative staff within the service office 

• Provides full secretarial support to managers or senior staff including diary 
management, arranging meetings, and dealing with correspondence 

• Provides administrative support to teams including arranging and attending 
meetings, setting up agendas, taking minutes, logging progress, following 
up action items etc   

• Assists colleagues with research work, liaising with external organisations 
and internal departments as appropriate 

• Communication and interaction with a range of levels of staff and other 
people 
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Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m 21,655 25,443 26,441 30,327 17

Income Band £76m - £125m 25,252 27,802 28,931 30,688 11

Income Band £126m - £175m 22,547 24,701 27,217 27,896 12

Income Band over £175m 26,312 27,865 29,528 32,641 14

All Income Bands 24,160 26,275 27,921 32,103 54

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 25,796 29,062 30,402 32,750 21

Post-1992 21,655 25,443 26,342 28,151 33

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 22,390 24,273 25,771 28,983 54

Normal Range Maximum Salary 25,751 28,983 30,070 34,601 54

Contribution Pay Maximum 27,524 31,209 32,664 38,673 34

 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Personal Assistants/Executive Assistants is from £24,160 to £32,103, while 
the median salary is £26,275. The previous survey of this role, published in December 2008, 
showed a median salary of £25,668 (based on a sample of 49 HEIs). 
 
Mid-point salaries are higher in pre-1992 HEIs than in post-1992 HEIs, but it is difficult to see 
any correlation between salaries and size of HEI. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £24,273 to £28,983, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £31,209. The previous survey, in December 
2008, showed a median normal pay range of £23,449 to £27,183, with a median contribution 
pay maximum of £30,594.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is 37 hours (recorded by 
18 HEIs), followed by 35 hours (17 HEIs); most of the remainder work between 36 and 36.5 
hours per week. 
 
One of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a market premium (£3,687) for 
this post; none reported having difficulties in recruiting or retaining staff for this role. In the 
previous survey of this role, five of the HEIs participating in the survey reported paying a 
market premium for this post (ranging between £1,551 and £3,687) and two organisations 
reported having difficulties in retaining staff. 
. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant 
 
Job Title Personal Assistant/Executive Assistant 

Level Generally managed by a Director/Vice Chancellor.  

Experience Several years of IT/ secretarial/administrative experience at senior level. 

Qualifications • Information technology/secretarial/ office administration qualifications to 
NVQ Level 3 or equivalent training or experience in information technology 
and office administration. 

• Post holder may have a degree or equivalent qualifications/experience. 
• European Computer Driving Licence 

Role • Provides secretarial and administrative support to Director/VC and 
organises the office including developing, implementing and maintaining of 
effective administrative systems and procedures. 

• Assists Director/VC by arranging, taking minutes/notes and producing 
records of meetings. 

• Conducts, collates and presents results of research and investigations as 
required by the Director/VC, including extracting information from the 
Course and Student Management System, HEI records, the Internet etc. 
May include drafting reports, speeches and policy documents.  

• Maintains and check records of expenditure from the budgets for the office.  
Co-ordinates, compiles and maintains records and reports of the 
Directorate’s activities, staff and resources as required. 

• Ensures effective reception service, telephones are always covered and all 
enquiries are dealt with both quickly and effectively. 

• Manages diary and ensure that the Director/VC is appropriately prepared 
and briefed prior to diary commitments, and kept in touch with internal and 
external issues. Organises key events.   

• Prioritise and take appropriate action, including independent action, in 
relation to correspondence and enquiries. 

• Maintains effective communications and links between office and senior 
secretaries/senior managers. 

• Post holder handles wide range of confidential, sensitive and commercial 
issues where discretion and good judgement are vital. Required to 
communicate and interact with staff and others at different levels. 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Senior Secretarial/PA/Executive Assistant Roles 
 
 

 
 
Benchmark pay data suggests that the pay levels for senior secretaries and PAs in higher 
education appear generally competitive with the salary levels paid in the NHS and local 
government. 
 
PA and Executive Assistant salary levels appear less competitive with other sectors, 
particularly in London where salaries can be significantly higher.  
 
 
Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings   
The Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings provides the average gross full-time earnings 
(excluding overtime), at April 2010, for various secretarial occupations. 
 
Gross Annual Earnings for Full Time Employees (£pa) 

Occupation Lower Quartile Median Average Upper Quartile 

All Secretarial and related occupations 15,713 19,352 21,278 24,974 

      Medical secretaries 17,131 19,426 19,796 21,497 

      Legal secretaries 16,484 18,992 20,936 - 

      School secretaries 15,090 18,510 19,551 22,111 

      Company secretaries 17,053 24,930 27,685 - 

      Personal assistants and other secretaries 18,270 23,104 24,515 29,264 
Source: ASHE 2010 
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NHS 
The national job profiles within the NHS indicate the following pay bands for secretarial staff 
 
Post Pay Band 1 April 2010 Pay range £pa 

Secretary (Entry Level) 2 13,653 - 16,753 

Medical Secretary (Entry Level) 3 15,610 - 18,577 

Secretary 3 15,610 - 18,577 

Secretary (Higher Level) 4 18,152 - 21,798 

Medical Secretary 4 18,152 - 21,798 

Legal Secretary 4 18,152 - 21,798 

Personal Assistant 5 21,176 - 27,534 

 
High Cost Area Supplements in the NHS are worth 20% of basic salary in inner London 
(subject to a minimum of £4,036 and maximum of £6,217), 15% in outer London (£3,414 to 
£4,351) and 5% in the Fringe area (£933 to £1,616). 
 
The following job outlines apply for these NHS job profiles: 
 
Secretary (Entry Level) – provides secretarial support, liaises with other departments and 
maintains records.  
 
Medical Secretary (Entry Level) – provides secretarial support, assists in organisation of 
Consultant’s workload and communicates appointment and admission of patients. 
 
Secretary – provides secretarial support, liaises with other departments, maintains records 
and may supervise support secretaries.  
 
Secretary (Higher Level) - provides secretarial support, liaises with other departments and 
may plan and co-ordinate conferences and events. 
 
Medical Secretary - provides secretarial support, assists in organisation of Consultant’s 
workload and communicates appointment and admission of patients and may supervise a 
team of secretaries. 
 
Legal Secretary – provides secretarial support service for a legal team of solicitors, prepares, 
types and creates legal documents and all support documentation for court and tribunal 
proceedings, maintains and collates legal documentation and information for legal 
proceedings. 
 
Personal Assistant – coordinates administrative and secretarial services, supervises and 
coordinates admin/secretarial staff and undertakes management of projects and gathers 
information and/or undertakes enquiries.   
 
The Government has announced a two-year pay freeze (2011/2 and 2012/3) for all staff 
except those earning £21,000 or less who will receive an annual pay increase of £250. 
 
Local Government 
The Local Government Earnings Survey 2010/11, with pay data at June 2010, shows a 
median salary of £21,516 (basic) and £22,398 (total) for Personal Assistants (Secretarial), 
(based on data for 6,226 posts) in local authorities in England and Wales. 
 
The average basic salary is £22,689, and the inter-quartile range of basic salaries is from 
£18,458 to £26,287. 
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The median basic salary was highest in London (£29,566) and lowest in the North West 
(£19,128), East Midlands (£20,054) and Wales (£20,196).  
The Local Government Pay & Workforce Strategy Survey 2010 suggests that no local 
authorities in England reported difficulties in recruiting or retaining Personal Assistants and 
none paid a market supplement for these staff.   
 
Reed.co.uk 
The Reed Specialist Salary Survey 2010 includes salary information for secretarial staff by 
sector (as shown below). 
 
Post and Sector Minimum (£pa) Maximum (£pa) 

Public Sector   

Secretary 20,000 28,000 

PA 22,000 45,000 

Charity Sector   

Secretary 14,000 28,000 

PA 18,000 36,000 

 
Joslin Rowe Office Support Salary Survey  
The 2010 survey shows that salaries for PA/Executive Assistant roles range from £28,000 to 
£35,000 (typical salary of £30,000) in commerce and industry and £32,000 to £45,000 
(typical salary of £38,000) for financial services in London. Bonuses can range up to 10% in 
commerce and industry and up to 30% in financial services. 
 
Crone Corkill Market Report Salary Survey  
The 2010 Executive Assistant & Business Support Market Report Salary Survey shows 
average salaries of £32,000 for Personal Assistant roles in the West End & Central London 
(salary range of £28,000 to £38,000) and West London (£28,000 to £36,000), and £35,000 
for the City & Docklands (salary range of £30,000 to £40,000).  
 
Executive Assistants earn an average salary of £38,000 in the West End & Central London 
(salary range of £35,000 to £50,000); £36,000 in West London (salary range of £30,000 to 
£50,000); and £45,000 in the City & Docklands (£38,000 to £55,000)  
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Equality and Diversity Advisor 
 
 

Equality and Diversity Advisor 
 

Mid-Point of Range Salaries 
 

 
 

Pay Ranges (£’000 pa) 
 
 

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50
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ECC Survey Data 
 
HEI Annual Income Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Equality and Diversity Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Income Band up to £75m … 39,196 37,530 … 8

Income Band £76m - £125m 35,180 40,010 38,892 40,278 10

Income Band £126m - £175m 33,990 40,278 37,971 40,887 11

Income Band over £175m 33,659 40,278 38,905 40,935 13

All Income Bands 33,659 40,278 38,395 40,935 42

 
 
HEI Type Analysis of Mid-Point Salaries £ 

Equality and Diversity Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Pre-1992 33,659 40,278 38,504 40,887 19

Post-1992 33,953 39,743 38,305 41,494 23

 
 
Summary Analysis of Pay Ranges £ 

Equality and Diversity Advisor LQ Median Average UQ HEIs

Normal Range Minimum Salary 31,671 36,715 35,222 37,839 42

Normal Range Maximum Salary 35,646 43,840 41,569 45,155 42

Contribution Pay Maximum 37,839 47,208 43,781 49,342 28

 
 
The survey shows that, based on the mid-point of the salary range, the inter-quartile range of 
salaries paid to Equality and Diversity Advisor roles is from £33,659 to £40,935, while the 
median salary is £40,278. This role has not been surveyed previously by ECC/Capita. 
 
The data suggests that there is a fairly consistent mid-point salary level irrespective of the 
size or type of HEI. 
 
The data on the pay ranges shows the median normal pay range is from £36,715 to £43,840, 
with a median contribution pay maximum of £47,208.  
 
The most common number of contracted hours for a full-time post is either 37 hours or 35 
hours (both recorded by 13 HEIs); most of the remainder work between 36 and 36.5 hours 
per week. 
 
One of the HEIs participating in the survey reported having difficulties with recruitment and 
retention to this post, possibly because it is a fixed term post, but none reported paying a 
market premia. 
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ECC Survey Job Description for Equality and Diversity Advisor 
 

Job Title Equality and Diversity Advisor 

Level Reports to Head of Equality & Diversity, Head of 
Legal/Compliance/Governance, Head/Director of HR or similar post  

Experience • Experience of working in an equality & diversity role, with in-depth 
understanding of equality & diversity issues, including associated legislation 
and good practice 

• Experience of analysis, research and evidence gathering, writing policy 
documentation and delivering training 

• Excellent level of IT skills – particularly word processing, databases, 
spreadsheets etc. 

• Supervisory/team leadership skills 

• Communications, planning and organisational skills, time and diary 

management and ability to manage priorities and work to deadlines 

Qualifications • Degree or equivalent qualification. 

Role • Develops, revises and implements strategies, policies and action plans, in 
consultation with relevant stakeholders, to ensure the organisation meets its 
legal obligations and meets best practice in all areas relating to equality and 
diversity. 

• Designs and leads on equality projects and initiatives which will have a 
significant impact on tackling discrimination, removing access barriers, 
promoting equality and diversity, and improving the experience of staff and 
students at the organisation.  

• Provides specialist, appropriate and pragmatic advice on equality issues to 
managers, staff, students and stakeholders. . 

• Produces high-quality briefings and reports for senior managers as required 
and, where appropriate, presents these to working groups and committees. 

• Evaluates and interprets equalities monitoring data to improve policies and 
procedures and the organisation’s performance. 

• Develops, facilitates and delivers equality and diversity training and 
consultation exercises relating to generic or specific equality issues. 

• Establishes and maintains good working relationships with individuals, 
departments, partner organisations and key stakeholders to obtain, collate 
and maintain data and promote equality and diversity.   

• Leads on undertaking Equality Impact Assessments for policies and 
procedures 

 
• Keeps up to date with developments in anti-discrimination, equality and 

diversity legislation, and associated good practice, and feeds this into 
policies and procedures used in the organisation. 
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Benchmark Pay Data for Equality and Diversity Advisor 
 

 
 
We have been unable to collect and collate reliable and robust pay benchmark data for this 
role. 
 
CIPD/Croner Personnel Rewards 2009-2010 
The survey, published in December 2009, contains data on typical pay and benefits 
packages for Diversity/Equal Opportunities Managers under the benchmark role of Personnel 
Manager/Senior Personnel Officer. 
 
Role  Lower Quartile 

£pa 
Median £pa Upper Quartile £pa Sample 

Personnel Manager/Senior Personnel Officer   
Basic Salary 

 
33,459 

 
37,000 

 
42,005 

 
873 

Total Remuneration 33,632 38,000 43,399 873 
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Hudson HR Salary Survey 
The Hudson HR Salary Survey 2009 shows the following pay data for Diversity roles in 
different geographical areas: 
 
Location Diversity Officer Diversity Manager Head of Diversity 

London £38,500 £46,668 £52,000 

North £33,000 £45,000 £40,000 
Scotland £25,000 £39,000 £45,000 
Midlands and East Anglia £30,803 £47,000 £55,000 
South West £30,803 £47,000 £55,000 

  
Hays Salary Tracker  

This shows the following average salaries at the time of compiling this report: 

• Equality and Diversity Officer  £27,500 

• Equality and Diversity Advisor £28,735 

• Equality and Diversity Manager £36,970 

• Head of Equality and Diversity £40,817 

 
   .  
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Organisational Data 
 
Profile of Respondents 
A detailed profile of the 54 HEIs responding to the survey is given below: 
 
Type of HEI Number % of Sample Respondents

Pre-1992 21 39%

Post-1992 26 48%

College of Higher Education 7 13%

Total number of organisations 54 100%

 
Six HEIs belong to the ‘Russell’ Group of universities, and eight are part of the ‘1994’ Group. 
A geographical breakdown of the survey participants is shown below: 
 
Country Number % of Sample Respondents

England 46 85%

Scotland 4 7%

Wales 3 6%

Northern Ireland 1 2%

Total number of organisations 54 100%

 
Geographical Area Number % of Sample Respondents 

London 10 19% 
Yorkshire and the Humber 8 15% 
North West 7 13% 
South East 6 11% 
South West 6 11% 
Scotland 4 7% 
Eastern 4 7% 
North East 3 6% 
Wales 3 6% 
West Midlands 2 4% 
Northern Ireland 1 2% 

 
The data collected in the survey is analysed by type of HEI – although the sample of 
Colleges of Higher Education is too small for us to report this data separately. 
 
HEI Size 
We allocated respondents to one of the following size categories based on the income 
bandings used by the ECC to determine its subscription levels.  
 
HEI Revenue/Income No. of Survey Respondents % of Sample

Up to £75 million 17 31%

£76 million up to £125 million 11 20%

£126 million up to £175 million 12 22%

Over £175 million 14 26%

Total number of organisations 54 100%
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Statistical Terms and Notes on Sources of Information 
 
Statistical Terms  
 
The following statistical terms are used in this report: 
 
Lower Quartile The value recorded which is one quarter (25%) away from the bottom 

when all the values are listed in order of magnitude 
Median The value recorded which is half (50%) away from the bottom/top 

when all the values are listed in order of magnitude 
Upper Quartile The value recorded which is one quarter (25%) away from the top 

when all the values are listed in order of magnitude 
Average  Sum of the values recorded divided by the sample size 
Sample size The number of posts recorded with salary information for the specified 

analysis 
 
The quartile range is only provided when there are 10 or more HEIs. 
 
Occasionally a column or row may sum to just over or under 100%, which will be due to 
rounding errors unless stated otherwise. 
 
ASHE 
The Annual Survey of Hours & Earnings is based on earnings data drawn from a random 
sample of Pay As You Earn (PAYE) employees provided by employers. 
 
The sample sizes are generally large and the source is considered a useful indicator of pay 
levels for particular occupations, although there are some important limitations. 
 
The data contained in this report relates to April 2010.  
 
We have used data for occupations as identified by 4-digit SOC codes. In most cases this 
gives a reasonably tight definition of an occupation but there are some occupations (such as 
accountant) where the sample will include a wide range of posts, such as from newly 
qualified accountant to experienced accountant, and these individuals are paid very different 
salaries. With such occupations, there will usually be a significant difference between the 
lower and upper deciles (where these are provided) or lower and upper quartiles, and this 
greatly reduces the usefulness of the data. The appropriate commentary highlights such 
occupations. 
 
The data for 4-digit occupations is available at national level (and, by request, at a regional 
level within England and for Scotland and Wales)4. These are large geographical areas, 
which are likely to cover a number of different labour markets, and this may have the effect of 
averaging out or reducing differences between different locations. For example, the data for 
Scotland will include posts in areas such as Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow, where pay 
levels are likely to be higher, and areas such as Dumfries & Galloway where pay levels may 
be lower. Similarly, the South West of England will include Bristol and areas such as Devon 
or Cornwall.   
 
The ASHE Results are available from the Office for National Statistics website. 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 This data is available from the Office for National Statistics, although it is not published on the website.  
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Salary Surveys 
 
Details of some of the salary surveys and sources of data quoted in this report are included 
below, and other sources are referenced in the text of the report. The following surveys and 
sources are considered reliable sources of pay data and those wanting further information 
may want to consider obtaining or purchasing these surveys. Organisations participating in 
surveys generally receive a discount. 
 
Arras People Project Management Benchmark Report  
The Arras People report, published in February 2010, includes data on project management 
practitioners working as employees (59% of the sample) and as contractors (41%).Project 
Managers comprise about half of the survey sample, while Programme Managers account 
for about a quarter. Most of the sample work at practitioner or senior level and the most 
common qualifications held by participants are a bachelors or masters degree. About half the 
survey sample work in London, the South East or Home Counties. The data can be 
accessed at: 

http://www.arraspeople.co.uk/assets/ckeditor/ckfinder/userfiles/files/BenchmarkReport/Arras
People_PMBR_2010-4PRINT.pdf 

 
Crone Corkill Market Report Salary Survey  
The 2010 Executive Assistant & Business Support Market Report Salary Survey is available 
at http://candidates.cronecorkill.co.uk/dl/SalarySurvey_CC_April.pdf 

 
Croner Management Rewards 2010  
The survey, published by Croner Reward in March 2010, includes data collected on over 
16,100 jobs provided by 615 companies between July 2009 and February 2010. The survey 
is available from Croner Reward on 01785 813566 or www.croner-reward.co.uk 
 
Croner/CIPD Personnel Rewards 2009/2010 
The survey, published by Croner Reward in December 2009, includes data collected on over 
5,100 jobs from around 1,400 organisations. The data was collected in October 2009. The 
survey is available from Croner Reward on 01785 813566 or www.croner-reward.co.uk 
 
ENDS Survey of Environmental Professionals 
The ninth annual ENDS survey of environmental professionals, carried out in association 
with the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment in November/December 
2009, received over 2,000 online responses, with mmost respondents (87%) describing 
themselves as “employees”, with 6% being self-employed and 2% contract workers. 
Categorised by their employer’s main activity, the largest group comprised the 26% working 
for a consultancy, or provider of professional, scientific and technical services, while 11% 
work in manufacturing; a further 11% are in construction and 8% work in public 
administration. One in 20 are employed in oil and chemicals, with the remainder spread 
across a range of sectors, including electricity, transport, education, NGOs, real estate 
services, waste and remediation, and water and sewerage. Details of the report’s findings 
are available from: 
http://www.endsdirectory.com/index.cfm?action=articles.view&articleid=201001 
 
Environment Analyst 
The Sustainability Professionals Careers and Salary Benchmark Report 2010 is based on 
17,000 recent candidate records on the books of Allen & York, as well as a further 2,600 
responses to an online survey which ran from July to September 2010.  The full report is 
available to download for £371 +VAT. For further details see: http://environment-
analyst.com/survey 
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Hays Salary Guides 
The guides show salary information for roles, generally displayed by sector and by location 
within each sector. The surveys can be accessed at www.hays.com. 
   
Heywood Staff Solutions Salary Survey 
The Annual Recruitment, Executive Search and Interim Management Salary Survey 2011  
pay and benefits data for search/recruitment specialists working to recruit staff in different 
sectors, including accountancy and finance, banking and investment management, HR, 
legal, marketin, secretarial, supply chain and procurement, and technology, media and 
telecoms. It can be downloaded from http://www.heywoodgroup.com/salarysurvey.aspx 
 
Hudson Marketing & Communications Salary Guide   
The Hudson Salary Guide 2010 shows the salary ranges, average salaries and details of 
bonus and benefits for marketing and communications roles by sector for London, the Home 
Counties, the Midlands and the North, and Scotland. This is available to download at 
http://uk.hudson.com/documents/uk-salary-survey-marketing-communications-2010.pdf 
 
Joslin Rowe Office Support Salary Survey  
The 2010 survey shows salary ranges, typical salaries, and bonus levels for a range of office 
support roles in London. The data was updated at 19 October 2010.  Available from 
http://www.joslinrowe.com/salary-survey-results/?countryID=1&sectorID=14 
 
Local Government Earnings and Workforce Surveys 
These surveys are undertaken by Local Government Association Analysis and Research and 
can be found on its website http://www.lga.gov.uk/lga/core/page.do?pageId=12766344 and 
http://www.lga.gov.uk/lga/core/page.do?pageId=1094983 
 
The Local Government Earnings Survey 2010/11 contains data at 1 June 2010, collected 
from 198 local authorities in England and Wales. Basic pay excludes overtime, shift premia 
and bonus or incentive pay, while gross total pay includes London and other area or fringe 
allowances, overtime, shift premia, bonus or incentive pay. 
 
Marketing Week/Ball & Hoolahan Survey 
An online, self-completion survey was run by Marketing Week in November 2010 and 
analysed by Fusion. A total of 2,545 surveys were completed and used to produce the 
figures in this study. These included marketing managers, who made up 34% of the sample, 
marketing services executives, at 14%, and marketing directors, at 8%. Marketing services 
managers accounted for 7% of responses, brand/product managers 6%, graduate 
trainees/marketing assistants 5%, communications managers 5%, online marketing 
managers 4% and online marketing executives, market research directors and market 
research managers 3% each. The results of the survey can be downloaded at: 
http://www.marketingweek.co.uk/analysis/cover-stories/marketers-show-resilience-in-the-
face-of-the-squeeze/3022176.article 
 
Michael Page Retail Buying & Merchandising Salary Survey  
The 2010 survey can be accessed at http://www.michaelpage.co.uk/content/17801/buying-
and-merchandising-salary-survey.html 
 
Michael Page HR Salary Survey 2010 
The 2010 survey can be accessed at http://www.michaelpage.co.uk/content/16637/human-
resources-salary-survey.html 
 
Reed Salary Surveys 
The data is based on information held by the Reed Specialist Recruitment Agency and the 
surveys can be seen in full at www.reedglobal.com/employer/resource-centre/salary-
guides/salary-guides.php 


